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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United States, 2008. Hardback. Condition: New. Large Print and..
Language: English . Brand New Book. A fresh and engaging account of the life, times, politics, loves,
and letters of the great English poet John Milton on the four hundredth anniversary of his birth.
John Milton is one of the world s greatest poets, renowned author of the epic Paradise Lost as well
as numerous sonnets and other works. But he was also deeply involved in the political and religious
controversies of his time. Fully immersed in the new and rapidly changing print culture, Milton
wrote a series of radical pamphlets on free speech, divorce, and religious, political, and social rights
that proposed a complete rethinking of the nature and practice not only of government, but of
human freedom itself. Having put his pen at the service of Parliament against King Charles, and his
Latin at the service of Cromwell s new commonwealth, when the Restoration came Milton was lucky
to escape with his life. By then completely blind, he persevered, creating the majestic works that
made him immortal. For centuries Milton has emerged from biographies either as a blind, saintly
figure removed from the messy business of...
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Reviews
Extremely helpful for all group of men and women. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and valuable. Your way of life span will be transform
when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Pr of. Tr ever Tor phy
It in just one of the most popular ebook. It normally will not cost too much. I am very easily could get a pleasure of looking at a composed publication.
-- Rosetta Thompson
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